I. INTRODUCTION

Like all right-thinking law professors, I have tut-tut-tutted the law school rankings put out by the *U.S. News & World Report*. n1 [*2] Students accord it an objectivity it does not deserve! Ranking leads law schools to compete along the wrong dimensions! It creates incentives to cheat! I believed all of those things . . . and still do. But my recent work on democratic reform has led me to soften my views on rankings, perhaps even to adopt a contrarian view. It seems to me that law professors generally underestimate the case for rankings. Here, I will offer a necessarily brief argument for the other side. It is quite possible to concede every point made by the critics and still write, as I do here, in praise of rankings.

I should state up front that I now have a dog in this fight. I have proposed that Congress create a Democracy Index that ranks states and localities based on how well they run elections. In this article, I will ground my claims using this example. Resting my argument on this example is a bit of a cheat. A Democracy Index is easier to defend than, say, the *U.S. News & World Report* rankings, to which I will return at the end of this article. n2 First, the Democracy Index doesn't yet exist, so no one can (yet) accuse it of being badly designed. Second, some activities lend themselves more easily to measurement than others, and the data that would be included in a Democracy Index fall on the comfortable end of this spectrum. n3 Academics call election administration practices the "nuts and bolts" with good reason. These aren't the issues that have riven the elections community. n4 Nonetheless, the Democracy Index is designed to do what many rankings are designed to do: help the general public make sensible choices and put pressure on institutions to improve.

Part I briefly outlines the general arguments in favor of creating a Democracy Index. Part II identifies the three major costs associated with rankings. Part III outlines the often-overlooked benefits associated with rankings. Part IV concludes with a brief reflection on the debate over the utility of the *U.S. News & World Report* rankings.

II. THE DEMOCRACY INDEX

Before turning to the pros and cons of rankings, let me offer a bit of background on the Democracy Index. The Index would rank states and localities based on election performance. n5 It would turn on the basic questions that matter to voters: How long were the lines? How many ballots got discarded? How many machines broke down? n6 The goal of the Index is to provide a realistic, comparative baseline for evaluating how well an election system is working.

Although the proposal for the Index is quite concrete, the arguments for creating it are animated by a larger theme. We have a 'here to there' problem in election reform. n7 We have a good sense of the 'here' (the problems with our current system) and lots of ideas about the 'there' (how things ought to work in the future). But we need to focus more on the 'here to there'--how to create an environment in which meaningful reform might actually take root. n8 Election reform battles are usually fought on quite hostile terrain. Even a crisis like the 2000 presidential debacle prompted only modest change in how we administer elections. For that reason, we should focus on small-scale interventions that will make bigger, better reform possible. 'Here to there' proposals are not meant to be the journey's end; they are designed to smooth the path that leads there.
If we want to create a more receptive environment for election reform, two immediate priorities spring to mind. First, we should focus on changing the terms of a debate that, thus far, has not resulted in a great deal of movement on reform. One reason that election reform is hard to pass is that the key players in the reform process—voters, judges, the media, and policymakers—almost always lack a yardstick for judging reform debates. Reform debates tend either to operate in the range of vague generalities or to involve nitty-gritty questions that demand a high level of expertise to resolve. One of our goals, then, should be to create [*4] better yardsticks for judging ongoing debates. Ideally, these yardsticks should work not just for elites who are capable of absorbing complex debates, but for voters who will, at best, rely on shortcuts and heuristics to referee fights over election reform.

Second, we should focus on the mechanisms that spur policy diffusion. There is robust social science literature on policymaking mimicry. That literature suggests that shortcuts play a useful role in diffusing best practices. n9 Policymakers and bureaucrats rely on [*5] shortcuts all the time. In choosing what policy to adopt, they look to the policies adopted by similar institutions or to widely held professional norms. Few people have the time to work through all of the normative and practical implications of every decision. It thus makes sense to look to one's neighbors or to the practices of one's peer group as a source of distilled wisdom. n10

Professional peer pressure is also involved in policy diffusion. n11 If you know that your legislative counterparts or professional peers have adopted a particular policy, you will feel pressure to do so for reasons that often have little to do with the policy itself. Professional peer pressure, in other words, works as well as its high school variants. If our goal is to get from 'here to there,' the question is whether we can create other institutional and decision-making shortcuts that would build on these insights to speed the spread of good policy.

The Index is just such a shortcut. It gives voters, policymakers, and bureaucrats a shorthand for making better decisions. n12 Voters, for instance, would have a means of evaluating the performance of election officials—something that should create at least modest incentives for politicians to pay attention to performance. The Index would also give voters a means of refereeing debates between reformers and election officials by providing them with a yardstick to evaluate the debates. The Index might even help generate support for reform among voters because it would give voters something to have an [*6] opinion about. While voters do not have views on the arcane policies, they do have a view on whether their state should be doing worse than its neighbors.

The Index should be similarly helpful for policymakers. It gives them a baseline—an information shortcut for refereeing debates between the election administrators who work for them and the reformers who lobby them. n13 While top policymakers may be reluctant to hold election officials accountable based on the necessarily atmospheric opinions of reformers, they are likely to be convinced by hard numbers and comparative data.

A ranking provides a useful shorthand in a second way: it helps flag policymaking priorities, thereby enabling top-level officials to distinguish between a modest glitch and a serious problem. In the long run, the performance data generated by the Index can help policymakers identify the innovation needle
in the haystack of widely varying practices.

Finally, the Democracy Index might help build professional norms among election administrators by jumpstarting a conversation about best practices. When we think about improving a system, we generally assume that the pressure for reform comes from the outside. But the long-term health of any system depends largely on administrators policing themselves based on shared professional norms. Indeed, professional norms may ultimately be more important to a well-run system than pressures from the outside. By providing a focal point for election administrators' attention and a shortcut for identifying best practices, the Democracy Index might help disseminate the types of professional norms on which a well-functioning bureaucracy depends.

III. A FEW CONCESSIONS

Any proposal like the Democracy Index inevitably runs into a serious set of questions, most of which have to do with the problems generically associated with rankings. There is little question that rankings have costs. Rankings create at least three kinds of problems:

[*7] . People imbue the rankings with an objectivity they don't deserve.
. They may induce institutions to compete along the wrong dimensions.
. They create an incentive to cheat. n14

The first problem is the natural consequences of distillation. Ranking requires a trade-off between precision and accessibility, and there are costs associated with this trade-off no matter what choice you make. The second two issues are what you might call 'happiness problems'; they occur if a ranking starts to get traction, but they can undermine its success in the long term.

A. The Consequences of Distillation

Rankings simplify. It is an inevitable consequence of trying "to provide one answer to a question when that answer depends on several bits of data," in the words of Oxford's Stein Ringen. n15 Distilling information can serve many useful ends, but any effort to rank necessarily involves a trade-off between precision and accessibility or "rigor and intuition." n16

Objectivity. Many worry about rankings because people think they are precise and objective, and they aren't. Attaching a number to an assessment lends it an aura of absolute truth. People are sure that the institution ranked first is better than the one ranked second, and they think that a ranking conveys meaningful information about the distance between, say, first and second or thirty-fourth thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth. Indices suggest not only precision, but another quality associated with mathematics: objectivity.

Needless to say, the reality is quite different from the perception. Ranking requires a large number of discretionary (and thus debatable) choices. Every stop along the way--deciding what to measure, how to measure it, and how to add the measurements together--requires a normative judgment.

David Roodman, chief architect of the Commitment to Development Index (CDI), is well aware of these trade-offs. Roodman's unusual background in math and communications gives him an acute sense of ranking's theoretical shortcomings and its practical utility as a "communications vehicle." n17 The challenge involved in ranking, he jokes, is "to do something that is analytically
impossible in a way that is analytically credible." n18

Just to ground the argument a bit, let me focus on what's likely to be the most debatable choice for any ranking: how to weight the data. Even when most people can agree on what to measure and how to measure it, there will be considerable disagreement about how to aggregate the data into a single ranking.

The trade-off between precision and accessibility is particularly acute in this context because the most sophisticated weighting techniques are likely to be the least transparent. The easiest, most transparent strategy is to pick commonsense categories and average the scores assigned to each category, just as one would calculate a grade point average. I propose just such a strategy for the Democracy Index. Needless to say, there will be other ways to aggregate the data (after all, what are the odds that everything is equally important?).

Why would one choose an equal weighting strategy, as I did and as many index designers have done? The reason is simple: other weighting strategies are just as debatable and a good deal less transparent. As Ringen observes, "If the weights are not [*9] objectively known, . . . going by the simplest assumption [is a sensible choice]." n19

While I think the decision to weight categories equally is defensible, no one would suggest that there is an easy way to resolve these debates, save perhaps the clueless husband in the New Yorker cartoon who asks his wife, "You want a child, I want a dog. Can't we compromise?" n20 As a practical matter, the only way to settle these debates is to settle them.

B. Happiness Problems

In addition to the two problems noted above--both having to do with the trade-off between precision and accessibility--there are at least two other potential pitfalls involved with ranking. Both involve competition run amok: a ranking can encourage institutions (1) to compete along the wrong dimensions and (2) to cook the books. Each is thus some variant of a happiness problem. Competition is, of course, exactly one hopes an index would promote, so both of these developments would be a heartening sign that one's index has gotten some traction. But competition can have perverse consequences if the index is poorly designed.

Competing Along the Wrong Dimensions. Rankings are designed to spur healthy competition, but they can sometimes cause people to compete along the wrong dimensions. When a poorly designed index starts to get traction, it can lead institutions to do unproductive, even silly things, to improve their standing.

Academics are especially quick to identify this problem because they have long lived with the U.S. News & World Report rankings, which are infamous for causing foolishness of all sorts. Say the word "ranking" to a law professor, and he or she will immediately remind you of all the ridiculous ploys that schools have used to improve their standing. Columbia Law School, for instance, pushed its faculty to take their leaves in the spring rather than the fall because student-teacher ratios are assessed only in the fall. As a result, the school had to hire thirty-two part-time [*10] teachers to accommodate spring teaching needs. n21 In order to jack up its score on student expenditures, the University of Illinois' law school counted the fair market value of its students' Westlaw/Lexis subscriptions (which totaled up to a cool $ 8.78 million). Given that both research services heavily discount their fees in order to woo
future users, that "expenditure" was eighty times what Illinois actually paid. n22 Stanford Law School's entrepreneurial dean, Larry Kramer, has devoted part of his deanship to convincing the central university to let the law school "write a check" for its utilities rather than have the university deduct them automatically from student tuition. The reason for this accounting switch? It would allow the law school to count these expenses as student expenditures. n23 "The notion that I'm losing students because of this is insane," Kramer told the New York Times. n24

If the Democracy Index were poorly designed, it could lead to as much silliness as the U.S. News & World Report rankings, creating problems that are more serious than the accounting hocus-pocus described above. Take fraud. Most voters care about fraud, so it would be perfectly sensible to include a fraud metric in the Index. The question, however, is how to measure fraud without creating perverse incentives. We don't want unsubstantiated fraud prosecutions or roving posses of state officials accosting voters outside of polling places. These techniques have long been associated with vote suppression, and one would hardly want to give partisan officials an excuse to use them.

The Index might also create more systemic problems. Dan Esty, who helped put together the Environmental Performance Index (EPI), insists that "we measure what matters." n25 We can't always measure everything that matters, however. Data-driven analysis creates a risk that people will neglect important issues that [*11] can't be captured in a statistic. n26 Some data will be too costly to gather; some performance dimensions will be too difficult to quantify. A ranking might lead states to compete on the things that can be measured while ignoring those that can't. Imagine, for instance, that it is too difficult to assess whether a registration system is easy for voters to navigate. States might be reluctant to put money into building a better registration system when they can improve their score, even if only marginally, by investing in something else.

Cheating. A final potential cost associated with ranking is cheating. The worry is that institutions will cook the books to improve their rankings. Like the concern about states competing along the wrong dimensions, this worry is a variant of the happiness problem. For example, if the Democracy Index were having such a powerful effect on election officials that they were tempted to cheat, we would already have come a long way. Nonetheless, for an index to be a trustworthy guide, the underlying data must be dependable.

IV. IN PRAISE OF RANKINGS

It is possible to make all of the concessions above and still write in praise of rankings. That is not to say that rankings are always good or that any particular ranking is worth the candle. But there is a tendency among the professoriate to condemn rankings categorically, simply because the one we know best is flawed. n27 That is a mistake. We don't think wheels are a bad idea simply because we've had a flat. While I would not put rankings up there with the invention of the wheel, rankings are pretty useful. As I explain below, however, the utility of rankings is best understood when we ask a simple question, "As opposed to what?"

[*12] A. We Often Simply, and with Good Reason

There is no question that rankings simplify. The question is whether that is a cause for celebration or regret. Academics tend to assume the latter. Indeed,
they sometimes use the term 'simplify' as if it were synonymous with 'oversimplify,' as if any type of shorthand is presumptively illegitimate.

That is a mistake. We often simplify. Policymaking—or decision making of any sort—would be impossible without shortcuts. If all shorthand were eliminated, we wouldn't have a GDP and thus couldn't distinguish between an economic blip and a recession. Congress would never stop holding hearings because there would always be more testimony to collect. Consumer Reports would go out of business.

Even *disaggregated* data are a form of shorthand. As Dan Esty notes, "Quantification is about distillation." The raw ingredients of the Democracy Index, for example, are stand-ins for a vast and complicated process that no individual could possibly evaluate firsthand. The very purpose of data is to distinguish between what Esty calls "signal" and "noise." Consider, for instance, Roger Angell's evocative description of baseball box scores:

[A] box score is more than a capsule archive. It is a precisely etched miniature of the sport itself . . . [that] permits the baseball fan, aided by experience and memory, to extract from a box score the same joy, the same hallucinatory reality, that pricks the scalp of a musician when he glances at a score of Don Giovanni and actually hears bassos and sopranos, woodwinds and violins.

[*13*] Because shorthand is inevitable in a decision-making process, the real question is what kind of shorthand to use. For instance, when I've presented my proposal for a Democracy Index, people sometimes bristle at the idea of voters using shorthand to evaluate the way our elections are run. The question often asked of me is this: Why not present voters with a full range of information rather than 'spoon feed' them a ranking?

Though the concern is well taken, it misstates the question. The choice is not between spoon feeding voters or providing them with a full buffet of information. Voters will inevitably use some sort of shorthand in casting a ballot. The question is what kind of shorthand to supply.

Consider, for instance, how most voters cast their ballots. They usually know very little about the substantive positions of the candidates they elect. Yet voters make surprisingly good decisions about how to cast a vote. Their decisions are by no means perfect and reveal predictable biases. But voters have figured out a pretty good strategy for choosing a candidate without sorting through the huge amount of information relevant to that decision.

How do voters do it? They use the party label as a shorthand—what political scientists would term a "heuristic"—in choosing a candidate. The label Democrat or Republican functions like a Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval. It tells the voter that the candidate in question subscribes to values or policy preferences that are close enough to the voter's to choose him or her. As several scholars have explained, if a voter "knows the [*14*] big thing about the parties, he does not need to know all the little things." Political scientists have devoted a lot of energy to making party cues function more effectively for a simple reason: they are a good deal better than the other types of shorthand that voters might use. Without the party heuristic, voters would be more likely to base their votes on something unappetizing, such as a candidate's race or gender. Or they might cast ballots
randomly so that voter preferences are disconnected from electoral outcomes. The basic defense of party labels is not that they are perfect--far from it--but that they are the best thing we've got. If you ask a political scientist whether it is a good idea for voters to rely on party cues, the likely response will be a sarcastic, "As opposed to what?"

As Opposed to What? If we think about that question in the context of election administration, a ranking system looks a good deal more appealing. Think about the proxies voters are likely to use today in casting their vote for election officials. The best bets seem to be (1) anecdotal evidence, (2) news about a widely reported crisis, or (3) partisan cues. For all its potential shortcomings, a ranking system is superior to each of these alternatives.

Anecdotal evidence is, of course, just that. While a bewildering number of academics think that what their taxi driver said on the drive to the conference constitutes reputable proof, a glitch here and there is not good evidence of a full-fledged problem. A ranking system, in contrast, focuses voters on the [\*15] bigger picture, directing their attention to systemic concerns instead of the modest anomalies that can afflict even well-run systems. It also directs their attention to the good as well as the bad and the ugly, revealing which states and localities have done an especially impressive job of running elections.

Even evidence of a crisis may not be a useful guide for voters. While the worst-run systems are more vulnerable to a crisis, not all badly run systems will experience one. Indeed, given the dearth of the data, we cannot definitively rule out the possibility that recent brouhahas have happened in relatively well-run systems--places that just happened to be in the path of a turnout tsunami. Crisis-based voting also has the flavor of closing the barn door after the horse has been stolen. Voters need a tool that will help them prevent crises, not just react to them.

Finally, partisan cues don't provide a dependable heuristic for voters in this context. A party label can tell a voter whether a candidate is liberal or conservative--something that may map on to particular approaches to campaign finance or felon disenfranchisement. But in choosing an election administrator, voters need shorthand for evaluating professionalism and performance, and the party cue does not help. Democrats and Republicans are equally susceptible to running elections badly.

For all of these reasons, the Democracy Index has the potential to provide voters with a much-needed shorthand for casting a vote. By conveying information about the 'big thing' in election administration--a rough sense of how well the system performs overall--it enables voters to make sensible decisions without knowing all of 'the little things' buried in the data.

One might think it is too easy to make the case for rankings for voters, who are relatively unsophisticated actors in the reform process. But are rankings defensible for decision makers with more knowledge and power, like policymakers? The answer is yes. In many ways, the Index serves the same purpose for top-level policymakers as it does for voters: it gives them a baseline for refereeing debates between the election administrators who work for them and the reformers who lobby them. Policymakers hear plenty of untrustworthy arguments from administrators who aren't doing their job properly. Many grow tired of the insistent drum beat for change emanating from the reform community. Top-level
policymakers have to pick sides, and they do not have time to work through all the details. They need an information shortcut to guide them.

While top policymakers may be reluctant to hold election officials accountable based on the necessarily atmospheric opinions of reformers, they are likely to be convinced by hard numbers and comparative data. Election administrators can talk all they want about what they have done. But they cannot get around the stark reality of a ranking: Is the system working or not? And why is the state next door doing so much better?

A ranking provides a useful shorthand in another way: it helps flag policymaking priorities. Legislators and governors are often bombarded with information. They hear lots of complaints, listen to lots of requests for funding, and sift through lots of reports. What they need is something that helps them separate the genuine problems from run-of-the-mill complaints—a means of distinguishing the signal from the static. A ranking can perform that role as it focuses on systemic problems and provides a realistic baseline for judging performance.

Consider, for instance, what occurred in Mexico when the first version of the EPI (then called the Environmental Sustainability Index) was released. Environmentalists had spent a lot of time trying to convince Mexico it had a problem. They ended up spending most of their time addressing low-level bureaucrats. When the first version of the EPI came out, ranking Mexico in the bottom fifth of the countries evaluated, it caught the attention of Mexico’s President. Dan Esty’s team received dozens of calls and e-mails from Mexican officials up and down the political hierarchy, all complaining about Mexico’s ranking and, eventually, trying to figure out how to fix it. Mexican bureaucrats cared because the President cared.

B. The Objectivity Problem

None of this is meant to suggest that rankings are objective—they are not—but neither are the other shortcuts on which people usually rely. The key, then, is to make a judgment call as to whether the trade-off between precision and accessibility—a trade-off present for most decision-making shortcuts—is a sensible one.

For instance, let us return to the weighting issue, which I discussed above. The way a ranking weights categories is inevitably invoked in any fight over a ranking. Weighting is necessary in order to simplify, and it is necessarily subjective. Nonetheless, we should not overstate the costs of simplification. Stein Ringen offers the most cogent argument for ranking. “We always rely on conventions of some kind or other in any effort at measurement, and indexing is in that respect not extraordinary,” he writes. “As long as we use sensible conventions and explain the procedures, there is nothing unscientific in it.”

Dan Esty would surely agree. The designers of the EPI, after consulting numerous experts, chose to divide the environmental performance metrics they were using into two main categories—measures of environmental health (which includes things like child mortality rates, drinking water quality, and sanitation) and measures of ecosystem vitality (which includes things like timber harvest rates, overfishing, and renewable energy). Remarkably, although this fifty-fifty weighting is in theory the most contestable part of the EPI, in practice it's been the least contested. Esty attributes that
fact to two things. The fifty-fifty breakdown is intuitive. And no one has come up with a better strategy.

Similarly, David Roodman, the chief architect of the CDI, argues that in the absence of a consensus on weighting, an equal weighting strategy represents the simplest and most transparent method for assembling the CDI. Roodman told me that months of consulting with academic experts convinced him that his simple weighting strategy was the right one. Why? No one else had a ["18"] suggestion that could garner a consensus. For every category, there was always one expert or another suggesting it was entitled to more weight than it got. n43 For this reason, Roodman chose the most transparent one. "Weighting things equally," he says, "says that I don't know the answer." n44

Moreover, there are ways to discourage people from vesting a ranking with too much objectivity. The people who put out an index should be careful about overselling its objectivity or accuracy. Problems in the data should be discussed forthrightly. The designers of an index should note its lack of precision. They should also identify--and explain--the judgment calls they made along the way. All of the data should be publicly available, and the mechanism for aggregating the data should be as transparent as possible. Ideally, the materials accompanying an index should not only make the designers' choices clear, but should also show the ways in which those choices affect the ranking itself. For instance, the website for the Democracy Index could allow people to rerun the rankings themselves using their own criteria n45 --the election geek's version of 'choose your own adventure.'

Nonetheless, these mitigating strategies can not come close to eliminating the costs described above. Rankings work in part because people do not look past the number. But even if you think that people put too much faith in an index, the more important question is whether they would otherwise put their faith in something sillier. The fact that there is not an 'objective' shortcut for people to use does not mean that all shortcuts are created equal.

We're back to the question, "As opposed to what?" A ranking will surely oversimplify the state of affairs. But, as Ringen observes, "While some information gets lost, something else is gained." n46 Take the Democracy Index as an example. Reams of comparative data cannot give us a clear view of how jurisdictions are performing overall. As with party labels, rankings tell voters about the 'big thing' even if they lose track of the 'little things.' A well-designed index fares particularly well when it is compared to ["19"] the other shorthand that citizens use in evaluating voting processes--anecdote, haphazard evidence of a crisis, or partisan labels. The public places unwarranted faith in each of these heuristics. Each leads to oversimplification and mistake of a more significant sort than a well-designed index will. And not one of them gets us any closer to improving our failing system. In this context, something seems better than nothing. n47

The bottom line here depends almost entirely on what you think a ranking is for. n48 If the goal is simply to convey information, the answer is obvious: don't rank. Presenting data in disaggregated form will almost always be better than ranking. But if the goal is to improve the policy-making process--to correct a failure in the political market--the only thing that beats a good ranking is a better one.

V. HAPPINESS PROBLEMS
A. Competing Along the Wrong Dimensions

As noted above, a badly designed ranking can cause people to compete along the wrong dimensions, and virtually any ranking will at least reduce the incentive to compete along dimensions that cannot be reduced to a measurement. These are serious problems. But here, again, the question to ask is what does a world without rankings look like?

To begin, the quality of the ranking matters a great deal. There are badly designed rankings, and there are well-designed ones. A badly designed ranking will likely produce foolish competition. A well-designed ranking should produce at least some healthy competition.

There are also concrete steps one can take to produce a well-designed ranking. The first is regular reevaluation and revision of the index. A second strategy for avoiding foolish competition is to create a comprehensive index. A sparse index has its virtues, but there are costs associated with parsimony. If there is only a handful of metrics in the index, it is easier to improve one's standing by focusing on one or two. Further, if lots of performance information is left out of the index, institutions can easily divert resources from the parts of its system that aren't being measured to the parts that are.

Consider, for instance, how this applies to a Democracy Index. If a state tried to increase its fraud score by engaging in techniques that deterred voters from casting a ballot, it might lower its score on any "ease of voting" metrics included in the Index. Comprehensiveness might similarly help with the problem of resource diversion. The more that is measured, the fewer tasks the state can neglect with impunity. For instance, returning to the example above, if the state neglects its registration system, it may find that lots of voters--mistakenly thinking that they've properly registered--will show up to vote. That would create administrative headaches for poll workers and longer lines for properly registered voters--problems that would, in turn, reduce the state's overall score.

Here again, the costs and benefits associated with ranking are flip sides of the same coin. An index encourages election officials to compete along the dimensions it measures. That means one needs to consider two issues in deciding if this is a good thing. First, the quality of the ranking must be considered. If the ranking is well designed, 'teaching to the test' is all to the good. It is a problem, however, if the test is poorly designed.

Second, we need to know what kind of teaching takes place when there's no test. Right now, we are in a world with no test; we lack even the most basic data for evaluating the performance of our election system. If the Democracy Index works, it will surely reorient state and local priorities, perhaps causing them to neglect concerns that the Index doesn't measure. The cost might be significant enough to eschew data-driven analysis if most of the basic components of election administration can't be captured in a statistic. We're back to the question, "As opposed to what?" A well-designed Democracy Index is surely better than the alternative . . . a world without data--one with no test at all.

B. Cheating

A final potential cost associated with ranking is cheating. Like the concern about states competing along the wrong dimensions, this worry is a variant of
the happiness problem. For a ranking to be useful, the underlying data must be dependable.

There are two obvious strategies for dealing with the problem of cheating. The first is to rely on data from outside sources whenever possible. In the context of election administration, voter surveys, for instance, can provide a pretty good mechanism for gathering basic data on many parts of the election process. "Testers" can similarly help us evaluate information that is otherwise in the state's control.

For the pieces of data that can come only from the state, the obvious solution to cheating is verification. For example, the designers of a Democracy Index might use random sampling to double-check state disclosures. Random sampling might be prohibitively expensive on a large scale. But it can be used to 'spot-check' state data from time to time. In spot-checking state disclosures, designers of the Index might even be able to piggyback on existing research. Political scientists spend a good deal of time using random samples to investigate basic questions about how the election system works, and the designers of the Index could use that research as an outside check on internal state reporting.

The designers of the Democracy Index could also follow the lead of other index architects, who rely on many sources to verify information passed on by state officials. The designers of the Government Performance Project, for instance, use a triangulation strategy--asking the same question of many different actors in the state. n49 Similarly, the architects of the Democracy Index might [*22] talk to local polling officials, civil-rights watchdogs, and local reporters to identify problems that have gone unreported by state officials. This sort of qualitative read should help designers of the Index figure out whether they are working with decent quantitative information.

If state legislatures or Congress decide to mandate that states disclose performance data, they could also create backstops against cheating. Congress might, for instance, require states to certify the data or obtain an outside expert's blessings, just as corporations are required to do under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. n50

Finally, designers of the Index could use the ranking system to punish states for faking the data. The people who put together the EPI, for instance, routinely toss data that don't seem plausible. n51 A state that is caught cooking the books could be punished by imputing the lowest possible number for the relevant portion of the ranking. Or the Democracy Index could include a 'disclosure' component that would reward states that adopt the sort of certification practices described above.

Cheating may be the most difficult problem posed by ranking. It is hard to detect and thus costly to avoid. While cheating would, in some ways, be a sign of the ranking's success--no one would bother to cheat if the ranking didn't matter--it would also jeopardize the ranking's power in the long run. The "As opposed to what?" question is tougher here, too. It is hard to argue that it's better to have institutions rampantely cheating to improve their rankings than not to have a ranking system at all.

There are a few reasons not to throw in the towel, however. Cheating is most likely to happen when a ranking is getting traction--when it is starting to affect debates and influence behavior. And the more traction a ranking gets, the
more reasons its supporters will have to invest in it, perhaps providing the resources necessary to create alternative sources of data or better policing strategies. Further, the more comprehensive the ranking [*23] becomes, the harder it will be to fake enough data to affect it. If the only metrics on which an institution performs well are those that involve self-reporting, people will suspect that something is afoot. To put it differently, as a ranking grows in importance, its designers should have more tools available to police the cheating that might accompany that growth.

VI. CONCLUSION

If we take a hard look at the costs associated with ranking, it is clear that they are genuine and genuinely important. The question is whether, in light of these costs, the game is still worth the candle.

We cannot answer that question by evaluating these trade-offs in the abstract. We have to think about how they play out in the real world, and that means answering another question, "As opposed to what?" In the abstract, the costs seem quite weighty: rankings are accorded more objectivity than they deserve, they can encourage institutions to compete along the wrong dimensions, and they create an incentive for cheating. But the real-world alternative may be worse. In the elections context, for instance, it is one in which voters rest their decisions on far sillier shorthand, localities feel no pressure to compete, and there isn't any test to cheat on.

This brings me back to the U.S. News & World Report rankings. They are powerful, and they are imperfect. There is good reason to demand that they improve or to try to create a better ranking. Nonetheless, it is a mistake to use the U.S. News & World Report ranking as an excuse to demand an end to ranking. Even an admittedly flawed ranking, like this one, has its merits. Ask yourself, for instance, whether a world without the U.S. News is really as attractive as some make it out to be. It is not hard to imagine college students basing their choice on far sillier criteria--general reputation (something that would lead many to apply to the nonexistent Princeton Law School), where Felicity went to school, n52 or what Mom and Dad think.

[*24] Editorial writer Meg Greenfield once observed that "Everybody [is] for democracy--in principle. It's only in practice that the thing gives rise to stiff objections." n53 It's just the reverse for rankings. It's easy to be against rankings in principle. It's only in practice that they start to look good.
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